Announcement
23rd International Study Days for
Anthroposophical Arts Therapies
for art therapists, art therapy students, doctors, medical students,
psychotherapists and educators

The courage of the soul,
for self-creation
Art therapies sharing various methodologies in painting, sculpture,
speech & drama, music & singing

Thursday to Sunday
5 - 8 January 2023

Anthroposophic Calendar of the soul, Proverb 41,
Facsimile of the handwriting of Rudolf Steiner

The soul´s creative power
Out of the core of heart is striving
To kindle in the human life
For righteous acts, the godly forces,
So it may mold itself
In human love and also human deeds.
Rudolf Steiner. The Calendar of the Soul. Anthroposophic Press, 1974.

Dornach, August 2022

Dear colleagues,

We have summoned up our courage to plan another face-to-face conference: The 23rd
International Study Days of Anthroposophical Arts Therapies!
What enables us to dare and engage into change, how to support development? With
courage!
Together with art therapy colleagues from all disciplines we want to deepen the theme
of courage. In doing so, we can encourage ourselves to broaden our own horizons and to
experience and be inspired.
We will start on Thursday, 5 January in the late afternoon with a talk on the theme of
courage in art therapy. We will conclude our conference on Sunday, 8 January with the
opportunity for a joint breakfast.
We will be planning dialogues between lectures in all four disciplines, as well as
workshops that can be attended either on Friday or Saturday. There will also be
exchanges on exciting topics such as regional networking, research projects, forging
future development and much more. The detailed programme will be available on our
website www.icaat-medsektion.net in autumn.
We are looking forward to an inspirational and lively encounter with all of you.

Best wishes from the preparatory group and on behalf of ICAAT!
Johanna Gunkel, Laura Piffaretti, Esther Böttcher, Katrin Sauerland and Linda Wobbe!

Thursday 5th of January

Friday 6th of January
8.15–9
Artistic-meditative morning work
-or-

School of Spiritual Science
only members
NN
-or-

School of Spiritual Science
open for all
with Matthias Girke
9.15–10
Courage needs space
Sabine Krebs and Hanna Lina Moritz
10–10.45 Coffee break
10.45–13
Workshops

Start of the workshops

13–15 Lunch break

17–18
Welcome ICAAT

15–17
Workshops

17.15-18
Courage in the art-therapeutic setting within
the prison system
Johanna Gunkel and Alfred Haberkorn
18–20 Evening break

18–20 Evening break

20–21.30
Courage for self-creation
Facilitated exchange among others with
Matthias Girke, Georg Soldner, Kirstin Kaiser
und Hanna Lina Moritz
Facilitator Marion Debus

20–21.30
World Café
Space for various themes in the joint exchange
on the working groups, workshops, research
projects and future forge

Joint artistic conclusion
Agnese Stegani

Joint artistic conclusion
Agnese Stegani

Saturday 7th of January

Sunday 8th of January

8.15–9
Artistic-meditative morning work

9–11
Joint breakfast and conclusion
Space for exchange and talking, Goodbye

-or-

School of Spiritual Science
only members
NN
-or-

School of Spiritual Science
open for all
with Matthias Girke
9.15–10
Dialogue between a therapeutic speech
formation practicer and a clown on the topic of
courage
Angela Hopkins and Franziska Schmidt-von Nell
10–10.45 Kaffeepause
10.45–13
Workshops

13–15 Mittagspause
15–17
Workshops

17.15-18
Receptive music therapy - two professional
perspectives
Doris Mäder and Anna-Barbara Hess
18–20 Evening break
20–21.30
World Café
Space for various themes in the joint exchange
on the working groups, research projects and
future forge
21.30–22
Joint conclusion
ICAAT and artistic conclusion Agnese Stegani

Translation into
German, English, French and Italian
–Subjet to change–

Workshops
Friday and Saturday respectively 10.45 – 13 and 15 – 17
The content of the working groups will be repeated on both days. Thus, a different working
group can be attended on Friday than on Saturday.
Working groups in the department of painting and sculpture
David Binyamin, art therapy
Cornelia Budde, somatic experience / Body-Mind Centering®
Karen Betty Tobias, art and art therapy
Hanna Lina Moritz, sculpture and art therapy
Klaus Heilmann, art therapy
Katja Schulze, Karma, Biograf work

Working groups in the department of music and singing therapy
Anna-Barbara Hess, music therapy
Jörg Dinglinger, singing therapy
Doris Mäder, receptive music therapy

Working groups in the department of therapeutic speech formation
Angela Hopkins, Clown
Franziska Schmidt-von Nell, therapeutic speech formation
Daiana Vasella, therapeutic speech formation

For registration modalities, as well as further information and updates, please refer to the
publications in the newsletter and on our website:
www.icaat-medsektion.net

